ANNOUNCING... new Remington
"HI-SPEED" 22's

with "golden" bullets

Another Remington first... the new Remington "Hi-Speed" 22 rim fire cartridges with "golden" bullets! Check these sales features and order now! You'll be glad you did when your shooting and hunting customers ask for them.

- Exclusive bullet plating provides "golden" color and makes brighter, more appealing cartridge.
- Cleaner, harder bullet finish... will function better in all 22's.
- Redesigned hollow point bullet provides more uniform mushrooming.
- Available in short, long, long rifle.
- Special bullet plating gives protection from climatic extremes of heat or cold.
- New, distinctive packaging.
- Plus, flat trajectory, smashing power, and exclusive Remington "Kleenbore" priming.

Dealer display cards and window banners featuring new Remington "Hi-Speed" 22's are now available. Address requests for cards and banners to: Sales Promotion, (A&A), Remington Arms Company, Inc., Bridgeport 2, Conn.

"Kleenbore" is Reg. U.S. Pat. Off., "Hi-Speed" is a trademark of Remington Arms Company, Inc., Bridgeport 2, Conn.